NOTES from LEAD meeting (was decided this are just notes not minutes!!)

Came to order at 1509
Moos, Gasparich, St Louis, Bingheim, Albert, Carle, Rasch
Pass on finance report
No membership update
1. Do we need to have a “trainee” classification? Someone was to put this together and write language
for an SOP
2. Goals and objectives for 2015. Need to look at and see if we need to update for the ITTF report.
Need to come up with the 2016 Objectives. Use the same ones Ed St Louis has for the Grants. Moos will
report on this in September
3. ING EXERCISE. Dates are 8/24-28. Clarkson and Carle will be team leads at INGX . 14 personnel, we
will be in building P23
4. Chillicothe- date change to 9/29-10/1 not much else
5. Team Leads call. Not much to report at this time. Tasks in disaster and non disaster situations.
spend thirty minutes tomorrow on this
6. Similar to above. Paperwork and reporting for members. Not much to report on. Moos said he
hasn’t seen one nor heard anything from one of his PIOs Bryan Jennings is on IMT and also on the
EMAT. Les is going to call him. We need to discuss with membership and see what they think.
7. Foot print of a response- SOG. Again that we need to deploy with a great 8 as a minimum. As far as
people, we need to assess the situation and try to deploy adequate number if they ask for just 2 or 4.
This is also to include equipment. Discussion of giving trailer to IESMA to make it a support trailer. They
will then support us on a deployment. Break out into positions tomorrow to determine what equipment
we need for our position at a deployment.
8. Can we get hotel rooms, can we bill, where we can stay. Can we order up a western shelter if
needed, for local deployments? Need to work with Logistics and ILEAS to figure this out. Talked about
lodging for Rochelle. Could have stayed in the high school, but they stayed in a roach hotel. Discussed
that while a motel is best, as was stated from the start of the team, we may need to stay in tents, gyms
or other available locations
9 Derek will take the lead on looking at the MOU. Mike Moos will help. Some others too. Ed St Louis
also

Training tomorrow. Go through the training process
Adjorned at 1606

